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THE LIQUID LIGHT GOLDEN PLASMA
ACTIVATION
OF THE GOLD LIGHT BODY
from the Diamond Light Workbook by Soluntra King

Liquid Light Plasma is beyond the more solid forms of matter; solid, liquid and gas, and opens
us to the multi-dimensional realms and larger universes of omniscience and exists with antimatter and dark matter as well.
By recognizing the higher dimensional cellular structures in your body now, as we all
know, we are transforming from carbon to crystalline based and onto our Diamond Light Body.
But what this means is that the light codes in the Etheric Blueprint that have lain dormant all
our life and have not been activated in our body are doing so now as we need these awakenings
for fully activating the DNA codes. The etheric DNA patterns of light are releasing Liquid
Light Golden Plasma that is coming through from our higher dimensional aspects.

WORKING WITH THE LIQUID GOLDEN LIGHT PLASMA.
By being open to the Liquid Golden Light Plasma through your higher chakras and down
through your central channel and into Earthstar chakra assists with the new Divine Blueprint.
To be open to the Golden Liquid Light Plasma from Source in divine will and unity
consciousness is the gel that activates the latent DNA.
Connect First.
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As the Liquid Golden Light Plasma flows down from
the outer Source and Suns and into your energy field
and bodies allow it to spin; whichever way or both ways
it wants too in your chakras, one by one from the
highest chakra first at Cosmic Gateway down through
your central channel and the Universal Gateway,
Stellar Gateway, Soul Star, Crown, Causal, Frontal,
Third Eye, Throat, Thymus, Heart, Solar Plexus,
Soulight, Sacral, Base, Link and down into the
Earthstar below your feet.
You may find some chakras need it for longer than
others.
Then be aware of Platinum Liquid Light Plasma
coming up from the Inner Earth Sun up through your
chakras and spinning through them up to Cosmic
Gateway.
(This was Silver but since the Ninth Wave Light codes
came in on 9 th March 2011 at the beginning of the
Mayan Calendar Universal Underworld it has changed
to Platinum).
Once this is done allow the flow both ways, the
Golden Liquid Light Plasma down and the Platinum
Liquid Light Plasma up and allow the two to merge in
their own way in each the chakras as it spins. Also be
in allowing of your own natural flow, your higher
self/soul has this all in hand, so best not try and
control it.
Your own inner being will tell you when and how
often you need to do this, but no more than three times
a day, once is really enough in a day.
If there is resistance to it; then breathe into it with love and acceptance first.
Remember the Key is in you, in your heart and comes from your divine self that simply
allows and loves and accepts all that you are, have been and well be. Too simple for most but
that’s it and the secret is in the breath.

NOW WE HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE GOLD LIGHT BODY TO BE MORE FULLY
ALIGNED WITH YOUR PHYSICAL BODY AND ILLUMINATED.
As your chakras are clear and flowing now connect into the Sun in your Heart and allow
its rays to illuminate out through all of the cells of your body….As each cell glows and
awakens to its divinity, alive, radiant and light.
As the radiant Sun, the Star that you are from the Source within you illuminates out through
your Etheric Body, pulsating through the old tangled energies and dark blocks and fears. The
old patterns of energy that are have been stagnant and now can flow freely as the Sun and Star
that you are illuminates the diamonds of light through your Etheric Blueprint as they glow and
clear…..Until your Etheric Blueprint is clear, all Diamonds of Golden Light…..As the Star that
you are illuminates out through your emotional and lower astral bodies until they are clear, all
sparkling golden light…..As the golden light from the Sun and Star that you are illuminates
through your mental and causal bodies……Out through your spiritual bodes…..One Gold Body
of Light.

The codings of Light coming in now are to assist us to fully be our Body of Light and
awaken our Divine Blueprint. When this will fully integrate is not known by me as it is an
ongoing process and monitored by our higher self/oversouls and dimensional aspects as the
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Golden Beings through the Greater Central Sun, Galactic Federation and Masters and
Angelics, the Light that we are in our unified divine state. In this state we are in the Now, the
shift is now.
We are in major exhilaration as you know and so the years of work and dedication that you
have put in, is much appreciated and has assisted the collective conscious of those ready for
this great event to be the Sun of our true self in your physical body, as the Earth becomes a
Sun, our Sun a Central Sun and the Central Sun a Greater Central Sun, the graduation party
was not possible without you, the Goddess God you are in clear Light. Thank you.

ALSO SEE LIQUID LIGHT GOLDEN PLASMA THE JANUARY 2010
ECLIPSES AND THE NEW LIGHT CODES
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